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Heat Kernel Based Local Binary Pattern for

Face Representation
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Abstract

Face classification has recently become a very hot research topic in computer vision and multimedia

information processing. It has many potential applications, in which face representation is the most

fundamental task. Most existing face representation methods perform poorly in capturing the intrinsic

structural information of face appearance. To address this problem, we propose a novel multi-scale heat

kernel based face representation, for heat kernels perform well in characterizing the topological structural

information of face appearance. Further, the local binary pattern (LBP) descriptor is incorporated into

the multi-scale heat kernel face representation for the purpose of capturing texture information of face

appearance. As a result, we have the heat kernel based local binary pattern (HKLBP) descriptor. Finally,

a Support Vector Machine (SVM) classifier is learned in the HKLBP feature space for face classification.

Experimental results demonstrate the effectiveness and superiority of our face classification framework.

Index Terms

Face classification, face recognition, face representation, heat kernel, appearance-based methods.

I. INTRODUCTION

Recent years have witnessed a rapid growth of face classification applications such as face annotation [1]

and video retrieval [2]. In these applications, face representation plays an important role. Thus, construct-

ing an effective face representation is a key issue for face classification. Existing face representation

methods are weak in capturing the intrinsic structural information of face appearance. Thus, we mainly

focus on how to effectively capture the intrinsic structural information of face appearance in this paper.
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Much work has been done in the field of face classification. One important branch of face classification

methods is based on holistic face subspace analysis. These methods aim at reducing the high dimen-

sionality of the raw face image space. In general, there are two well-known types of subspace analysis

based face classification methods—Eigenface-based and Fisherface-based methods. The Eigenface-based

methods [3][4][5] take advantage of Principal Component Analysis (PCA) or Independent Component

Analysis (ICA) to identify the most expressive subspace for face representation. In comparison, the

Fisherface-based methods [6][7][8] use linear discriminant analysis (LDA) to seek a collection of the

most discriminative subspaces which best separate face classes. Fidler et al. [17] present a subspace

learning method combining the discrimination power of Fisherface-based methods with the reconstruction

property of Eigenface-based methods. Wright et al. [18] propose a sparse face representation based on `1

minimization with raw imagery data. However, the aforementioned methods use the holistic appearance

features for face classification, resulting in the sensitivity to global changes such as illumination and

inaccurate alignment. In order to address this problem, more recent work on face classification constructs

a face representation based on local appearance features. Gabor features [9] are extracted for capturing the

local texture information of face appearance in the aspects of spatial frequency (scale), spatial localization,

and orientation selectivity. They have been proven to be more discriminative and robust to illumination

changes or expression changes. By describing the neighboring changes around the central point, local

binary pattern (LBP) [10] is capable of representing faces in a very simple but effective way. Due to being

invariant to monotone transformation, it is robust to illumination changes to a certain extent. Zhang et

al. [11] present a local Gabor based binary pattern histogram sequence (LGBPHS) for face representation

by combining the Gabor and LBP descriptors. The limitation of LGBPHS is that it ignores neighboring

information in the scale and orientation domains of a face image, only considering the counterpart

in the spatial domain of a face image. To tackle this problem, Lei et al. [12] propose an E-GV-LBP

descriptor for encoding discriminative information of face appearance not only in spatial domain, but also

in Gabor frequency and orientation domains. However, the aforementioned face classification methods

have the common disadvantage of poorly capturing the intrinsic multi-scale structural information of face

appearance.

In this paper, we propose a framework for face classification. The main contributions are summarized

as follows. We present a novel heat kernel based face representation, which is capable of fully capturing

the intrinsic structural information of face appearance. More specifically, multi-scale heat kernel matrices

from face appearance are first created. After a sequence of matrix operations, we obtain the corresponding

multi-scale heat kernel structural information (HKSI) matrices. To capture texture information of face
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Fig. 1. Example of constructing the scale-0.1 heat kernel. (a) and (e) show two different face images; (b) and (f) plot the

corresponding edge-weight matrices in the 3D space; (c) and (g) display the corresponding normalized graph Laplacian

matrices in the 3D space; (d) and (h) exhibit the corresponding scale-0.1 heat kernel matrices in the 3D space.

appearance, the HKSI matrices are further filtered by the LBP (local binary pattern) operator, resulting

in a unified heat kernel based local binary pattern (HKLBP) descriptor for face representation. Finally,

an SVM classifier [16] is learned in the HKLBP feature space for face classification.

II. THE FRAMEWORK FOR FACE CLASSIFICATION

A. Overview of the framework

The framework for face classification consists of three modules—face representation, training, and

prediction. More specifically, the face representation module includes five steps: (a) heat kernel mapping;

(b) structural information extraction; (c) LBP extraction; (d) block division; and (e) feature concatenation.

In (a), a face image is represented as a sequence of multi-scale heat kernel matrices. In (b), multi-scale

heat kernel structural information (HKSI) matrices are further extracted from the multi-scale heat kernel

matrices through the matrix operations of row summing and folding. In (c), the LBP operator is used for

filtering the multi-scale HKSI matrices, resulting in the corresponding LBP map matrices. In (d), any LBP

map matrix is uniformly divided into 7× 7 blocks. Each block is then represented as an LBP histogram,

leading to a multi-scale heat kernel LBP histogram sequences (HKLBPHS). In (e), the HKLBPHS are

concatenated into a unified heat kernel based LBP (HKLBP) descriptor, which is finally used for face

representation. In the training module, a Support Vector Machine (SVM) classifier [16] is learned in the

HKLBP feature space for face classification. In the prediction module, the labels of testing face images

are predicted by the learned SVM classifier.
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B. Face representation and classification

The following is the specific procedure of constructing the heat kernel scale space for a given object

Q ∈ Rm×n. The procedure consists of three steps—graph creation, graph Laplacian computation, and

heat kernel mapping.

• Graph creation. Create a weighted graph with no self-loops G = (V,E,W ), where V = {1, . . . , N}
is the node set (N = m · n is the total number of pixels in Q ∈ Rm×n), E ⊆ V × V represents

the edge set, and W = (wij)N×N denotes an affinity matrix with the element wij being the edge

weight between nodes i and j:

wij =





exp(−‖pi−pj‖2F
2σ2

p
− ‖ci−cj‖2F

2σ2
c

) if i 6= j

0 otherwise
(1)

in which σp and σc are two scaling factors. More specifically, pk = (xk, yk) is the pixel location,

and ck = (Ikl )l=1...L where L is the number of color channels, and Ikl is the intensity value of the

l-th color channel (1 ≤ k ≤ N ).

• Graph Laplacian computation. Obtain L = D −W where D is the diagonal matrix with the ith

diagonal element being dii =
∑

j wij for 1 ≤ i ≤ N . Then, transform L into the normalized graph

Laplacian L̂ = D− 1
2 LD− 1

2 = IN −D− 1
2 WD− 1

2 , where IN is an N ×N identity matrix.

• Heat kernel mapping. First, define K time scales, i.e., T = {t1, . . . , tK}. Then, perform the spectral

decomposition of the normalized graph Laplacian L̂ = ΦΛΦT , where Φ and Λ are the eigenvec-

tor and eigenvalue matrices, respectively. Finally, compute the heat kernel Htk
= exp(−tkL̂) =

Φexp(−tkΛ)ΦT for 1 ≤ k ≤ K. As a result, we obtain the heat kernel scale space {Ht1 , . . . , HtK
}.

As illustrated in [13][14], the heat kernels {Htk
}K

k=1 are generated from heat diffusion on a graph.

Essentially, these heat kernels characterize the information flow along the edges of the graph as heat

diffusion time progresses. The normalized graph Laplacian L̂ determines the rate of flow. In the paper,

the edge flow information corresponds to the intrinsic structural information. Heat kernels at different

heat diffusion time scales contain the edge flow (or structural) information of different heat diffusion

time scales. Consequently, heat kernels could capture the intrinsic multi-scale structural information of

face appearance. Thus, we use multi-scale heat kernels for face representation.

Fig. 1 gives an example of constructing the scale-0.1 heat kernel. From Figs. 1 (d) and (h), it is clear

that large differences exist between the two heat kernels from two different persons at the time scale 0.1.

In order to efficiently mine the structural information of face appearance, we introduce a scale-tk heat
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Fig. 2. Illustration of the multi-scale heat kernel structural information matrices. (a) shows three different face images;

(b)-(e) display the corresponding heat kernel structural information matrices at four different scales, respectively.

kernel structural information (HKSI) matrix Stk
∈ Rm×n, which is obtained by summing up each row of

the scale-tk heat kernel matrix Htk
into a column vector, and then folding the column vector into an m×n

matrix with the same dimensions as the given object Q ∈ Rm×n. The resulting scale-tk HKSI matrix

Stk
approximately reflects the intrinsic structural properties of object appearance. Considering K time

scales, we have K HKSI matrices denoted as {Stk
}K

k=1. Fig. 2 shows that the HKSI matrices at different

time scales characterize the full spectrum of the intrinsic structural information of face appearance. For

a better description of texture information of face appearance, we apply LBP analysis [10] to the multi-

scale HKSI matrices {Stk
}K

k=1, resulting in a unified heat kernel based LBP (HKLBP) descriptor for face

representation.

Before starting a discussion on the HKLBP descriptor, we first give a brief review of the local binary

pattern (LBP) descriptor. It takes advantage of the LBP operator to capture the local texture information

of an image. The LBP operator encodes the pixels of an image by thresholding the 3× 3-neighborhood

of each pixel with the center value and considering the result as a binary number. Finally, a spatially

enhanced LBP histogram is used by the LBP descriptor for face representation. More details of the LBP

descriptor can be found in [10].
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Fig. 3. Illustration of extracting the scale-tk heat kernel LBP histogram sequence.

Specifically, the process of constructing the HKLBP descriptor consists of three steps: (i) LBP ex-

traction; (ii) block division; and (iii) feature concatenation. In (i), the LBP operator is applied to filter

the multi-scale HKSI matrices {Stk
}K

k=1, giving rise to the corresponding LBP map matrices {Ltk
}K

k=1

with Ltk
being the filtered scale-tk LBP map matrix. In (ii), the block division strategy is adopted to

further capture the facial spatial-related information. In order to make a trade-off between the spatial-

related information and the block-specific appearance information, we choose the block size of 7 × 7.

Namely, Ltk
is uniformly divided into 7× 7 blocks denoted as

(
Li,j

tk

)
7×7

. For each block Li,j
tk

, the LBP

histogram Hi,j
tk

is extracted for block representation. As a consequence, we have the multi-scale heat kernel

LBP histogram sequences (HKLBPHS) denoted as
(
H1,1

tk
, . . . ,H1,7

tk
, . . . ,H7,1

tk
, . . . ,H7,7

tk

)K

k=1
. In (iii), we

concatenate the HKLBPHS into a unified heat kernel based LBP (HKLBP) descriptor H , which is finally

used for face representation in our study. For a better understanding, Fig. 3 gives an intuitive illustration of

extracting the scale-tk heat kernel LBP histogram sequence, i.e.,
(
H1,1

tk
, . . . ,H1,7

tk
, . . . ,H7,1

tk
, . . . ,H7,7

tk

)
.

The following is a brief description of the classification process. Suppose that there are L-class training

samples D =
{
{H `

i }N`

i=1

}L

`=1
where H `

i is the corresponding HKLBP descriptor of the i-th training

sample from the `-th class. A multi-class SVM classifier [16] with a Gaussian RBF kernel over D is

learned by using the LIBSVM tools1. As a result, several support vectors are identified and stored for

the use of prediction. When arriving, the test samples are matched with the identified support vectors to

compute the aforementioned kernel function. Finally, the predicted class labels are output.

1http://www.csie.ntu.edu.tw/∼cjlin/libsvmtools/
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Fig. 4. Face classification performances of the six different frameworks over the ORL face dataset.

III. EXPERIMENTS

In order to evaluate the performances of the proposed face classification framework, the ORL, Yale,

Extended Yale-B, and Faces94 datasets are used in the experiments. Specifically, the ORL face dataset2

consists of 400 face images of 40 persons. Each person has 10 images. The Yale face dataset3 is composed

of 165 images of 15 persons. Each person has 11 images. The Extended Yale-B face dataset [15] contains

21888 images of 38 human subjects under 9 poses and 64 illumination conditions. More specifically, it

is composed of the original face dataset4 and the extended one5. In our study, the frontal pose and all

the cropped images under different illuminations are used for face classification. Hence, each person has

64 images. The Face94 dataset6 contains 3060 images of 153 individuals. Each individual has 20 images

with different face expressions. In the experiments, all of the face images are resized into 35× 35 pixels

for well characterizing the large-scale structural information of face appearance. In order to improve the

computational efficiency of our framework, the C programming language is used for constructing the

heat kernel based face representation.

Four experiments are conducted to demonstrate the superiority of the proposed face classification

framework. In the experiments, we compare the face classification performance of our framework with

2http://www.cl.cam.ac.uk/research/dtg/attarchive/facesataglance.html
3http://cvc.yale.edu/projects/yalefaces/yalefaces.html
4http://cvc.yale.edu/projects/yalefacesB/yalefacesB.html
5http://vision.ucsd.edu/∼leekc/ExtYaleDatabase/ExtYaleB.html
6http://cswww.essex.ac.uk/mv/allfaces/faces94.html
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Fig. 5. Face classification performances of the six different frameworks over the Yale face dataset.

those of Eigenface, Fisherface, and three representative LBP-based face classification frameworks (i.e.,

LBP [10], LGBPHS [11], and E-GV-LBP [12]) over the four face datasets. For LGBPHS and E-GV-

LBP, 40 Gabor features with five different scales (i.e., {0, 1, 2, 3, 4}) and eight different directions (i.e.,

{0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7}) are extracted for each image encoded as a 3rd order Gabor tensor with its size

being 35× 35× 40. For our framework, multi-scale heat kernels are extracted at ten different time scales

(i.e., {0.1, 1, 3, 5, 7, 10, 60, 100, 300, 500}). These time scales are selected via cross-validation techniques

according to their face classification performances. The two scaling factors σp and σc are tuned by

cross-validation. After cross-validation, σp and σc are finally set as 6 and 8, respectively. The scaling

factor of the Gaussian RBF kernel used in SVM is set as 2. Furthermore, cross-validation techniques are

used to find the best parameter configuration for the SVM classifier in our framework. Each face dataset

is randomly partitioned into five equal subsets. Among them, one subset serves as validation data for

testing, and the remaining ones are used as training data. The aforementioned cross-validation process

is repeated for 50 times. As a result, we have the cross-validation face datasets, which are used for face

classification performance evaluations of different methods. After experimental studies, the final learning

results of the six face classification frameworks are reported in Figs. 4-6, where the x-axis corresponds to

the cross-validation index number and the y-axis is associated with the face classification accuracy. More

specifically, the average classification accuracies of Eigenface, Fisherface, LBP, LGBPHS, E-GV-LBP,

and our framework over the ORL face dataset are 0.8497, 0.9403, 0.9228, 0.9468, 0.9615, and 0.9952,

respectively. Accordingly, the average classification accuracies of these six frameworks over the Yale and

Extended Yale-B face datasets are (0.5704, 0.6460, 0.5981, 0.6347, 0.6933, 0.8747) and (0.61525, 0.5782,

0.6401, 0.6153, 0.6439, 0.7013, 0.8463), respectively. Fig. 7 shows the classification performances of the
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Fig. 6. Face classification performances of the six different frameworks over the Extended Yale-B face dataset.

Fig. 7. Face classification performances of the six different frameworks over the last face dataset. The x-axis corresponds

to six different frameworks while the y-axis is associated with their average classification accuracies obtained by cross

validations.

six frameworks on the last face dataset. Specifically, the x-axis corresponds to six different frameworks

while the y-axis is associated with their average classification accuracies obtained by cross validations.

Clearly, our framework achieves the best face classification performances.

In summary, our framework significantly improves the face classification performance vs. Eigenface,

Fisherface, LBP, LGBPHS, and E-GV-LBP. That is because our framework introduces a more discrimina-

tive face representation using a heat kernel based local binary pattern descriptor. Therefore, our framework

is more effective for face classification.
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IV. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we have proposed a face classification framework using a novel heat kernel based local

binary pattern (HKLBP) descriptor. The HKLBP descriptor first extracts multi-scale heat kernel structural

information (HKSI) matrices to capture the intrinsic structural information of face appearance. Then, the

LBP analysis has been applied to the HKSI matrices, resulting in the final HKLBP descriptor for face

representation. Finally, an SVM classifier is learned in the HKLBP feature space for face classification.

Compared with the state-of-the-art literature, our framework has achieved a better performance for the

task of face classification.
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